Hey Forbes! Are you taking a new language or a writing-intensive course right now? Learning a language or improving on your writing may seem like daunting tasks, but if you have the proper study strategies and use the right resources then you'll be succeeding before you know it!

**LANGUAGE LEARNING**

The most important aspect of language learning is practice (both in and out of the classroom). Take 15-30 minutes every day to read, write or speak in the new language, watch language-based videos, or practice with other speakers by going to weekly Language Conversation Tables. These Conversation Tables are offered at every Residential College and schedules are accessible through the Princeton Center for Language Study! Students of all experience levels are welcome!

**WRITING CENTER**

If you’re having trouble in a writing course, check out the Writing Center in New South! You can schedule appointments through the Writing Center website or visit during their weekly drop-in hours (Sun-Thur 7-11 pm). You can bring an essay at any point in its development; from fleshing out your thesis to editing the overall structure of a final draft. Getting in early and often is the key to success!

For additional academic support, check in with your PAAs or have a chat with Dr. Andrews